Behind-the-Wheel Curriculum
The Aceable Guide to
Completing your Driving
Hours
Welcome Acelets! The Behind-theWheel Curriculum is designed to
help parents and students complete
the 55 hours of behind-the-wheel
driving.
While using this curriculum, you’ll
write down your driving hours using
the Behind-the-Wheel Practice Log
-- 55 Hours provided by Aceable.
These hours can only be done with
your official parent instructor.

How do I use the Behind-the-Wheel
Curriculum?
There are three different kinds of driving tasks:

Observation
Observation tasks are where the student observes their parent
instructor.
You and your parent will observe safe and unsafe practices
demonstrated by each other and other roadway users. You’ll also
discuss your observations with your instructor.

Practice
Practice tasks are where the parent instructor observes the
student. Under the watchful eye of your instructor, complete the
practice tasks safely and carefully. You should definitely try your
best to master these skills because there will be a test!

Assessment
In the assessment section, your instructor will grade you for
different driving skills you’ve learned. Try your best—parents can
be tough critics! I hear making your bed helps.

Enjoy! Simply check off each task as you
complete them.

Let's go!
Pre-Drive Tasks: Practice
o

Obtain Driver Permit: Go to your local DPS office to get your driving permit so
you can start driving.

o

Check It Out: Walk around the car, check for oil leaking, children or bots behind
the car.

o

Owner’s Manual: Review the owner's manual for information on pre-drive tasks.
Look for information on maintenance procedures performed prior to and after
driving.

Occupant Protection: Observation
o

Owner’s Manual: Review the vehicle's owner's manual for information on
occupant protection and restraint systems (safety belts and airbags).

o

Protection and Restraints: Identify the active and passive occupant protection
and restraint systems (safety belts and airbags).

o

Protection and Restraints: Make sure you use your seat belt while sitting in the
passenger seat for observation.

Occupant Protection: Practice
o

Review: Discuss your observations with an instructor. Tell a knock-knock joke;
parents love those.

o

Adjust Seat and Steering Wheel: You should be 10"-12" away from the steering
wheel. Position hands on steering wheel (at 9 and 3 o'clock). Adjust head
restraint if necessary.

o

Seat Belt: Identify and utilize the active and passive occupant protection and
restraint systems equipped in the vehicle (put your seatbelt on).

o

Passenger Check: Make sure your passengers have their seat belts on. You're
driving; you're in charge. Don't get too bossy though.

Symbols And Devices: Observation
o

Symbols and Devices: Observe your instructor using the vehicle symbols (alerts
and warnings) and vehicle devices. Review observations with instructor.

o

Owner’s Manual: Review your vehicle's owner's manual for information on
vehicle symbols and devices.

Symbols And Devices: Practice
o

Turn the Ignition “On”: Put the key in the ignition and turn to the right.

o

Assess Vehicle Symbols: Look at the dashboard; identify alerts or warnings
flashing (engine maintenance, low gas). Respond appropriately (get gas, go to
mechanic).

o

Adjust Vehicle Devices: Be prepared to drive. Adjust the radio; turn on the lights
and other vehicle devices before moving the vehicle.

o

Adjust Mirrors: Adjust mirrors for optimum viewing. Identify blind spots, and
create a plan to compensate for said blind spots while driving.

Starting Tasks: Practice
o

Owner’s Manual: Review the vehicle’s owner’s manual for information on
starting tasks.

o

Operate the Engine: Pay careful attention to the engine and listen for alarming
sounds. While driving, look for signs that maintenance is needed (high
temperature alert, coolant refill alert).

o

Vehicle Operating Space: Describe your vehicle's operating space (the front,
the rear, the corners, and the sides around your vehicle) to your instructor.
While driving, continue to be mindful of this space. Don't speak too loudly;
some vehicles are very self-conscious.

o

Start the Engine: With your right foot on the brake and gear in Park, turn the
key in the ignition all the way to the right (or push to start for those fancier car.)

Operation and Control Tasks: Observation
o

Observation of Vehicle Operation: Observe your instructor operating the
vehicle (accelerating, decelerating, steering, moving forwards and backwards,
turning, performing turnabout maneuvers, stopping, and parking). Review
observations with your parent/guardian.

o

Mirror Observation: Observe your instructor performing blind spot and mirror
checks.

o

Multitask Observation: Observe your instructor executing multitask
performances. Take note of the countermeasures they use to compensate for
divided attention.

o

Owner’s Manual: Review the vehicle's owner's manual for information on
operating and controlling the vehicle.

Operation and Control Tasks: Practice
o

Vehicle Operation Tasks: Move! Drive the vehicle forwards and backwards.
Turn left and right. Accelerate and decelerate. Steer straight, right, and left.
BOOM. You're done with this task.

o

Maneuvers: Perform lateral maneuvers (switching lanes) and turnabout
maneuvers (U-turns). Also practice stopping and parking. It would be a great
idea to complete these tasks in an empty parking lot.

o

Multitask Performances: Practice multitask performances at various speeds.

o

Blind Spots: Check blind spots and mirrors while driving. Visualize vehicle
operating space.

o

U-Turn: Make a U-turn. Practice this maneuver first in a parking lot.
Approaching a parking curb head on, steer the vehicle in the opposite
direction of the curb. Do this slowly. You should use both hands steering in
order to safely perform this maneuver.

o

Lateral Maneuvers: Practice a lateral maneuver. With your vehicle parallel to
a curb, steer your vehicle towards the curb, and then steer your vehicle
away from the curb. Imagine you are practicing a lane change.

Post-Drive Tasks: Observation
o

Observation: Observe your instructor executing post-drive tasks (stopping,
engine shut-down, post-drive maintenance, exiting the vehicle, locking the
vehicle).

o

Owner’s Manual: Review the vehicle's owner's manual for specific information
on post-drive tasks for your vehicle.

o

Park the Car: Practice parking vehicle inside the lines of the parking lane.
Practice parking from both directions (turning left, turning right, forwards, and
backwards). The use of cones can be helpful as well.

o

Turn Engine Off: With the car in park (P) and your right foot on the brake, turn
the key to the left.

o

Exit Car: Look, do I have to spell everything out for you? Open the door, make
sure no one is left inside, AND REMEMBER YOUR KEYS.

Assessment
o

Did the student satisfactorily complete the pre-start and pre-drive tasks?

o

Did student satisfactorily utilize the occupant restraint system, adjust seating,
adjust the steering wheel, and adjust hand positions?

o

Did student satisfactorily locate, identify, and respond to vehicle symbols (alert
and warning lights on the dashboard)?

o

Did student satisfactorily utilize the vehicle devices?

o

Did student satisfactorily perform starting tasks?

o

Did the student satisfactorily describe the vehicle operating space?

o

Did the student satisfactorily perform the vehicle operation and control tasks?
Can the student safely accelerate, decelerate, steer, turn, and perform lateral
and turnabout maneuvers, stop, and park at various speeds?

o

Did the student satisfactorily perform blind spot and mirror checks?

o

Did the student satisfactorily perform multitask performances (turning left,
changing lanes, parking) while utilizing countermeasures to compensate for
divided attention?

o

Did the student satisfactorily sustain visual attention and communicate while
executing vehicle maneuvers?

o

Did the student satisfactorily utilize a space management system?

o

Did the student satisfactorily perform post-drive tasks? Post-drive tasks include
stopping, engine shutdown, post-drive maintenances, visual checks to ensure
that all passengers have exited, and locking the vehicle.

Communication: Observation
o Observation: Observe other roadway users (motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists) and
how they communicate. Review observations with instructor and tell him/her how
good he/she looks. Sucking up is an art.
o Targeting: Look all around you: to the front, rear, corners, and sides of the vehicle.
o Description: Describe situations where the senses and vision fields support visual
attention.
o Review: Review situations with your instructor where vehicle speed impacted your
visual attention and communication.

Communication: Practice
o Hidden Spaces and Limitations: Appropriately respond to hidden spaces and
limitations including vehicle operating space, line of sight, path of travel, right-ofway, lane placement, and following interval. MANAGE YOUR VEHICLE OPERATING
SPACE.

o Right-of-Way: Correctly yield the right-of-way at different intersections and
communicate appropriately. Maintain a fitting vehicle speed.

o The Senses: Take a second to notice all 5 senses and how they are being used for
driving (sight, smell, hearing, touch, and taste). Use them while driving. Just don't
lick your steering wheel.
o Lane Placement: Practice driving in various lanes, and remember the left lane is
for passing. Adjust your speed according to traffic and the speed limit.
o Communicate: Be a good communicator. Signal to change lanes and turn. Wave
a thank you. Alert vulnerable users of your plans.
o Intersections: Drive through traditional and non-traditional intersections.
Railroads, traffic circles, stop signs, and traffic lights. Make sure to yield and give
the right-of-way when needed. Follow the laws of intersections.
o Turning: Turn left and turn right at intersections while keeping with the flow of
traffic. This is one instance where you may “go with the flow."

Reference Points: Practice
o Using Reference Points: Practice using the reference points on your vehicle for
vehicle maneuvers such as parking.
o Manage Your Operating Space: Use your reference points to maintain your line of
sight, path of travel, lane placement, vehicle speed, and following interval while
driving. Communicate and give the right-of-way when needed.

Vehicle Balance: Observation
o Owner’s Manual: Review the owner's manual for information on vehicle balance
for your vehicle.
o Discussion: After observing your instructor drive, discuss with your instructor how
roadway grade and shoulder conditions impact vehicle maneuvers and vehicle
balance.

o Observation of Other Roadway Users: While your instructor is driving, look for
situations where other roadway users are forced to perform vehicle maneuvers
that result in vehicle imbalance.
o Observation: Observe how other roadway users manage vehicle balance, and
then review the observations with the instructor.

Vehicle Balance: Practice
o Balance on the Roadways: Manage your vehicle balance on roadways and
intersections.
o Balance on the Roadways: Keep your vehicle balanced while pulling in and out of
angled and perpendicular parking spaces. Use your reference points and vehicle
maneuvers; I told you they were important.

Vehicle Maneuvers: Observation
o Observation: During observation, notice how other roadway users perform
vehicle maneuvers. Review the observations with your parent.

Vehicle Maneuvers: Practice
o Making a Move: Look where you're going (visual targeting). Employ visual
targeting to pay attention visually while driving.
o Keeping Your Operating Space: Using vehicle maneuvers, maintain your line of
sight, path of travel, lane placement, vehicle speed, and following interval while
driving. Communicate and give the right-of-way when needed.
o Move and Multitask: Use multitask performances to perform vehicle maneuvers.
Try turning right by signaling, looking in your mirrors, braking, and turning the
wheel.
o Avoiding Risk: Be aware of any potential risk while driving, and use vehicle
maneuvers to avoid them. Communicate potential risk to roadway users and
vulnerable users if necessary.
o Lateral Maneuvers: Enter and exit roadways using lateral maneuvers (lane
changes). Do it without affecting traffic flow.

o Change Your Path: Make a 2-point turn, 3-point turn, Y-point turn, and U-turn.

Driving Practices: Observation
o Observation of Safe Driving Practices: Observe other roadway users who give
great examples of utilizing the legal and responsible reduced-risk driving practices
you've learned from me.
o Identification 1: Identify how other roadway users manage their vehicle operating
space, line of sight, path of travel, lane placement, right-of-way, following interval,
vehicle speed, and communication on the road. Relate observations to the
instructor.
o Observation of Lane Changes: Observe how other roadway users switch lanes.
Notice use of safe practices (turn signals, safe following distance). Relate
observations to the instructor.
o Identification 2: Look for drivers and other roadway users (bicyclists, pedestrians)
who may not be prepared to drive. Especially look for motorists who may be
irritated, aggressive, or fatigued.

Driving Practices: Practice
o Be a Good Driver: While driving today, manage your vehicle. Manage your vehicle's
operating space, line of sight, path of travel, lane placement, right-of-way, following
interval, vehicle speed, and communication.
o Change Lanes: Practice changing traffic lanes on local streets and highways.
Remember to check your mirrors and blind spots, and to use your turn signal in
advance.
o Identify: Look out for drivers and other roadway users who may not be mentally,
emotionally, and physically prepared. Identify them and compensate for them (give
them space). Be nice. They're probably having a bad day.

Fatigue: Observation
o Identify: Look for sleepy people. But seriously, identify fatigued roadway users
and relate observations to the instructor.
o Observation: Observe how other roadway users execute multitask performances
(switch lanes, park, turn), and relate observations to the instructor.

Fatigue: Practice
o Fatigued Drivers: Identify fellow drivers who may be fatigued. Compensate for
them (give them plenty of space).
o Multitask Performances: Practice multitask performances (changing lanes, turning
right, etc.) Practice with commentary driving (announce the steps you are taking).
o Fatigue: Practice driving at intersections – include traffic circles if you have one
nearby – with various traffic flow and traffic volume levels. Aim for practice times
where you can start with lower volumes and work your way up to higher traffic
levels. Practicing well at high flow intersections will prepare you for times driving
when fatigue may set in. While it’s best to avoid fatigue altogether, follow the steps
in Level 4, Chapter 2 if you do encounter Fatigue.

Aggressive Driving: Observation
o Observe Multitask Performances: Observe how other roadway users execute
multitask performances. Notice their successes. Shout out "congrats" and "great
job" when you feel like it. Relate observations to the instructor.
o Identify Aggressive Driving Events: While observing, call out aggressive driving
behavior of other drivers to your instructor. Aggressive driving is when another
motorist commits a combination of moving traffic offenses that puts other persons
or property in danger.

Aggressive Driving: Practice
o Compensate for Aggressive Drivers: Identify other drivers who may be aggressive
drivers. Compensate for them (give them space). Maybe wave at them and show
off that winning smile.
o Multitask Performances: Practice multitask performances (changing lanes, turning
right, etc.). Practice with commentary driving (announce the steps you are taking).
o Aggressive Driving: Practice driving at intersections – include traffic circles if you
have one nearby – with various traffic flow and traffic volume levels. While
practicing call out aggressive driving behavior of other drivers to your instructor.
Aggressive driving is when another motorist commits a combination of moving
traffic offenses that puts other person or property in danger. Offenses include, but
are not limited to, speeding through intersections, failure to use proper turn signals,
running yellow or red lights. Whenever an annoying, aggressive driver does
something inconsiderate, forgive them. Take deep breaths. Think of my hilarious
wit and laugh.

Risk Factors: Observations
o Risk Factors Observation: Observe how other roadway users predict, analyze, and
minimize risk factors while driving. Then discuss observations with your instructor.
o Passenger Commentary Driving: While others are driving, perform commentary
driving (announce each step the driver takes to perform driving tasks.) Do it in a kind
voice though.
o Right-of-Way Observation: Observe how other roadway users accept or give the
right-of-way, and then discuss observations with the instructor. Don't judge them;
just learn from their mistakes.

Risk Factors: Practice
o Risk: Depending on the amount of traffic, predict, analyze, and minimize risk. Point
out potential risk factors out loud through commentary driving.
o Right-of-Way 1: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at a controlled intersection.
o Right-of-Way 2: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at an uncontrolled intersection.
o Right-of-Way 3: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at intersecting roads with differing number of lanes.
o Right-of-Way 4: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at intersecting roads with different pavement surfaces.
o Right-of-Way 5: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at a T-intersection.
o Right-of-Way 6: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at a controlled access road.
o Right-of-Way 7: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques at a railroad crossing.
o Right-of-Way 8: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques while turning left and right.
o Right-of-Way 9: Accept or give the right-of-way while performing commentary
driving techniques when entering a public road from a private road. Whew, that's
the last one, I promise.
o Observation: Observe how other roadway users utilize space management
systems while performing vehicle maneuvers. Discuss observations w/ your
instructor.

Space Management: Observation
o Observation: As a passenger, perform commentary driving and observe how
other roadway users utilize space management systems. Discuss observations
with your instructor.

Space Management: Practice
o Employ Your System: Employ a space management system (SEE iT) in various
traffic environments. Maintain space around your vehicle.
o Use Your System: You need to be able to use your space management system
(SEE iT) while driving. That means establishing operating space, line of sight, path
of travel, lane placement, right-of-way, following interval, vehicle speed, and
communication.

Environmental Characteristics: Observation
o Intersection Crossings: Observe how other roadway users (including vulnerable
roadway users) cross intersections including stoplights, 4-way stops, and railroad
grade crossings in different driving environments.
o Identify Roadway Users: While performing commentary driving as a passenger,
identify motorized roadway users and non-motorized roadway users including
trucks, motorcycles, pedestrians, and bicyclists in different driving environments.
o Right-Of-Way: Observe how other roadway users accept or yield the right-of-way
in different driving environments based on law, consequences, and conditions.
Discuss observations with your instructor.
o Respond to Traffic Flow: In different driving environments, observe how other
roadway users respond to traffic flow with speed and position changes. Discuss
observations with your instructor.
o Space Management: In different driving environments, observe how other roadway
users practice utilizing space-management systems by utilizing reduced-risk driving
practices. Discuss observations with your instructor.

Environmental Characteristics: Practice
o Talk to Yourself: Practice commentary driving while driving today. Announce
each step you take while driving (releasing pressure off the accelerator, using the
turn signal). Do this in different driving environments (highway, rural, city street,
and neighborhood).
o Adjust to Traffic: While driving, adjust speed and position according to traffic flow
and volume in different driving environments.
o Cross Intersections: Cross traditional and non-traditional intersections, including
railroad grade crossings in different environments. Simple, right?
o Identify Pedestrians: Identify (in a non-creepy way) motorists, pedestrians, and
bicyclists while performing commentary driving. State how you should
compensate for them (give them space, slow down, watch out for them).
o Right-of-Way: Practice accepting or yielding the right-of-way in different driving
environments. Follow the laws in each instance.

Environmental Risks: Observation
o Potential and Immediate Risk: Describe the potential and immediate risks you
observe in different driving environments while performing commentary driving as
a passenger. Discuss observations with the instructor.
o Minimize Risks: Observe how other roadway users minimize environmental risks.
Discuss with your instructor how other roadway users minimized environmental
risks.
o Driving Maneuvers: Observe how other roadway users perform driving maneuvers
including turns, switching lanes, turnabouts, and parking in different environments.
Discuss observations with your instructor.

Environmental Risks: Practice
o Identify Risk: Describe potential and immediate risks while utilizing commentary
driving.

o Minimize Risk: After identifying the risks in each driving environment, take steps to
minimize these risks. For example, slow down in the city for pedestrians crossing.
In rural areas, slow down when approaching curves and obey speed limits.
o Multitask Performances: Execute multitask performances (turning, changing
lanes, and parking) in different driving environments.
o Maneuver: Do things that drivers do. You know, make turns, lateral maneuvers,
turnabouts, and parking. Do this while minimizing risk by employing the reducedrisk driving practices taught in this course.

Distractions: Observation
o Identify Distractions: Identify events that distract yourself and other roadway
users including vulnerable roadway users (pedestrians, bicyclists, etc.) Relate
observations to the instructor.
o Observe Multitask Performances: Observe how other roadway users execute
multitask performances. Relate observations to the instructor.

Distractions: Practice
o Manage Distractions: Manage distractions in different driving environments. Stay
focused on the road, the traffic flow, the roadway users, and the traffic control
devices.
o Communicate: Communicate appropriately while recognizing distraction in
different driving environments.
o Compensate for Other Users: Identify and compensate correctly when
encountering a distracted roadway user. Give them plenty of space.
o Multitasking: Manage distractions safely on roadways and intersections including
multitask performances. Practice in driving environments with moderate and
complex risks (city streets, freeways, and rural roads).
o Control Tasks: Observe how your instructor appropriately communicates and
recognizes distractions in driving environments with moderate and complex risks
(city streets, freeways, and rural roads). In other words, don't observe roadway
users on a deserted neighborhood road.

Multitask Performances: Observation
o Instructor Communication: Observe how your instructor appropriately
communicates and recognizes distractions in driving environments with moderate
and complex risks (city streets, freeways, and rural roads.) In other words, don’t
observe roadway users on a deserted neighborhood road.
o Vehicle Operation and Control Tasks: Observe how other roadway users perform
vehicle operation and control tasks for vehicle movements in different driving
environments.
o U-Turn Observation: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users
perform a U-turn at major intersections and median openings in a driving
environment w/ moderate risk.
o Curves and Hills: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users drive their
vehicles on curves and hills in different driving environments.
o Manage Multi-Lane Roadways: Observe how your instructor and other roadway
users manage multi-lane roadways with heavy traffic volume in different driving
environments.
o Lane Changes: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users perform lane
changes on roads w/ moderate traffic.
o Passing: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users perform safe
passing maneuvers. If you have stickers, give them. Everyone loves stickers.
o Driving Environments: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users drive
in different driving environments with various pavement types, bridges, tunnels, and
toll roads. Mix it up a bit.
o Traffic Merging: Communicate appropriately while recognizing distractions in
different driving environments with moderate and complex risks. Use your turn
signal, headlights, horn, etc.

Multitask Performances: Practice
o Communicate: Communicate appropriately while recognizing distractions in
different driving environments with moderate and complex risks. Use your turn
signal, headlights, horn, etc.
o U-Turns: Perform U-turns at major intersections in driving environments with
moderate and complex risk.
o Curves and Hills: Drive around curves and up/down hills in different driving
environments.
o Lane Changes: Change lanes with lateral maneuvers in driving environments with
moderate and complex risk.
o Passing: Perform passing maneuvers with lateral maneuvers. Be safe; only attempt
minimal-risk passing maneuvers. You're not a racecar driver.
o Pavement Types: Drive on all pavement types, bridges, tunnels, and toll roads, and
do this in environments with various pavement types, bridges, tunnels and toll
roads.
o Control Tasks: Perform vehicle operation and control tasks in driving
environments with moderate and complex risks. So dear Acelet, focus performing
vehicle operation and control tasks on highways/roads with significant amount of
risk due to traffic or speed.
o Merging and Exiting: Merge with traffic, approach intersections, drive through
railroad grade crossings, exit traffic appropriately. Do this in driving environments
and with moderate and complex risk.
o Approach Intersections: Correctly approach railroad crossings and intersections in
driving environments with moderate and complex risk.
o Heavy Traffic: Drive on multi-lane roadways with heavy traffic and in driving
environments with moderate and complex risk.

Vehicle Movements and Reference Points: Observation
o Enter and Exit Traffic: Observe how your instructor, other drivers, and vulnerable
roadway users enter and exit traffic and perform lateral maneuvers on roads with
moderate and complex risk.
o Parallel Parking: Observe how your instructor and other roadway users perform
parallel parking maneuvers. Notice how they use reference points, steering,
backing, and other vehicle movements in order to safely complete the procedure.

Vehicle Movements and Reference Points: Practice
o Enter and Exit Traffic: Enter and exit traffic by switching lanes. Use your mirrors,
turn signals, and check your blind spots. A great way to practice is using highway
ramps or turning at T-intersections.
o Parallel Parking: Practice parallel parking. Pick out a safe place to practice. I
recommend parallel parking in a parking lot the first time.

Assessment
o Drive On Your Own (Sort of): Drive a pre-determined route with minimal guidance
or instructions.
o Repeat: If additional practice is needed, observe how other roadway users practice,
e.g., watch mom or dad parallel park repeatedly.

Adverse Conditions: Observation
o Threshold Braking Observation: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking
lot), observe how your instructor practices threshold braking without skidding.
o Limited Visibility Observation: In a safe location with no traffic, observe how your
instructor practices compensation techniques for limited visibility
(darkness, glare, dirty windshields, fog, and inclement weather.)
o Floodwater Avoidance Observation: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty
parking lot), observe how your instructor practices recognition and no-risk
avoidance techniques of low water crossing and roadway areas blocked by water.

o Purpose of Specific Automotive Tech: Recognize the purpose of specific
automotive technology such as antilock brakes. Discuss these with your
instructor.
o Control Consequences of Collisions: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty
parking lot), observe how your instructor demonstrates reduced-risk driving
practices for controlling consequences of collisions, traction loss, and skids.
o Vehicle Emergencies: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
observe how your instructor demonstrates safe practices for vehicle
emergencies, including engine failure, brake failure, accelerator failure, loss of
forward vision, blowout, steering failure, vehicle fire, and running out of gas.
o Vehicular Breakdowns: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
observe how your instructor demonstrates safe practices for controlling
consequences of vehicular breakdowns, collisions, traction, loss, and skids.
o Off-Road Recovery: In a safe location with no traffic, observe how your
instructor demonstrates recovery procedures for when a wheel veers off the road.

Adverse Conditions: Practice
o Threshold Braking: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice threshold braking. Remember, threshold braking is maximum braking
without loss of tire traction. Don't skid!
o Visibility Techniques: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice driving at night, in fog, and with dirty windshields.
o Low-Water Crossings: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice your technique for avoiding low water crossings and roadway areas
blocked by water. Remember to discuss T.A.D.D.
o Automotive Technology: Recognize the purpose of antilock brakes, traction
control devices, suspension control devices, electronic stability, crumple zones,
door latches, and safety glass. Prove your mastery of this task by stating their
purpose to your instructor.

o Collision Control: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), perform
the safe driving practices that you should implement in order to control the
consequences of collisions, traction loss, and skids.
o Engine Failure: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice
what to do to if your engine fails.
o Brake Failure: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice
what to do to if your brakes fail.
o Loss of Forward Vision: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice what to do if you lose forward vision.
o Blowout: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice what to
do to if you have a blowout.
o Steering Failure: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice
what to do if your steering wheel fails.
o Vehicle Fire: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice what
to do to if your vehicle catches fire.
o Running Out of Gas: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice what to do to if you run out of gas.
o Accelerator Failure: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice what to do to if your accelerator fails.
o Vehicle Breakdowns: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice what to do to recover from a vehicle breakdown.
o Collisions: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice what
to do to recover from a collision.
o Traction Loss: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice
what to do to recover from traction loss.
o Skids: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot), practice what to do
to recover from a skid.

o Off-Road Position Loss: In a safe location with no traffic (an empty parking lot),
practice what to do to recover from an off-road position loss.

Trip Planning: Observation
o Trip Plan Observation: Observe how your instructor implements a trip plan.
o Space Management Observation: Observe how your instructor utilizes a space
management system, applies reduced-risk driving practices, and accepts and yields
the right-of-way appropriately.

Trip Planning: Practice
o Implement a Trip Plan: Drive a trip plan given by your parent/guardian that has a
starting place and a destination.
o Various Driving Environments: Use a space management system, apply reducedrisk driving practices, and give/take the right-of-way based on law, consequences,
and conditions.

Assessment
o Pre-Start and Pre-Drive Tasks: Did the student satisfactorily complete the pre-start
and pre-drive tasks?
o Occupant Protection and Adjustments: Did the student satisfactorily utilize the
occupant restraint systems, adjust seating, adjust the steering wheel, and adjust
hand positions?
o Vehicle Symbols: Did the student satisfactorily locate, identify, and respond to
vehicle symbols (alert and warning lights on dashboard)?
o Vehicle Operating Space: Did the student satisfactorily describe vehicle operating
space?
o Vehicle Control Devices: Did the student satisfactorily utilize vehicle control
devices?

o Vehicle Operation and Control Tasks: Did the student satisfactorily perform the
vehicle operation and control tasks? Can the student safely accelerate, decelerate,
steer, turn, and perform lateral and turnabout maneuvers, stop, and park at various
speeds?
o Blind Spot and Mirror Checks: Did the student satisfactorily perform blind spot and
mirror checks?
o Multitask Performances: Did the student satisfactorily perform multitask
performances (turning left, changing lanes, and parking) while utilizing
countermeasures to compensate for divided attention?
o Space Management System: Did the student satisfactorily utilize a space
management system?
o Driving Environments: Did the student satisfactorily identify and analyze driving
environments?
o Environmental Risk: Did the student satisfactorily minimize environmental risk?
o Manage Distractions: Did the student satisfactorily limit and manage distractions on
the Highway Transportation System?
o Reduced-Risk Driving Practices: Did the student satisfactorily utilize reduced-risk
driving practices and utilize vehicle operation and control tasks to execute vehicle
maneuvers in the Highway Transportation System?
o Post-Drive Tasks: Did the student satisfactorily perform post-drive tasks? Post-drive
tasks include stopping, engine shut-down, post-drive maintenances, visual checks to
ensure that all passengers have exited, and locking the vehicle.

Observation
o Assessment Review: With your instructor, review the criteria of the assessment.
o Assessment Discussion: Discuss your assessment results with your instructor.
Discuss areas that may need improvement, and when you receive more practice.

